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Kenyan Safari by Air

Up in the Air
Not to sound jaded, but when embarking on a Kenyan
SAFARI, we expect it to contain the following high-endorphin
elements: rugged landscapes, military-grade LAND ROVERS,
and predatory animals lurking around every baobab. It’s just
part of the territory – basic necessities for the ADVENTURE
traveler. Back at camp, we’ll make ourselves at home in an
appropriately posh “Out of Africa” setting: cushy mosquitoproof tents, grilled medleys of fresh game, and an endless
supply of G&T’s. It comes as no surprise that we love
GLAMPING in all its incarnations, but we’re ready to step
it up a notch – 25,000 notches, actually – into the sky.
Introducing: the Kenyan flying safari.
Navigating KENYA by air is a far cry from trundling along a
tortuous overland route in a sweltering 4x4. Tailor-made
FLYING SAFARIS give you the once-in-a-lifetime chance to
EXPLORE diverse, inaccessible areas from 25,000 feet in the
air. A safari in itself is a lifetime trip – this is the high-octane
version. Prepare for takeoff.
Step into your private Cessna 210 Centurion for aerial
views of vast gorges, massive rock formations, wildebeest
migrations, and the epic MOUNT KILIMANJARO. Upon
touchdown, you’ll be chauffeured to your lodge and shown
about your PLUSH CABIN by a dashing colonialist. Here
you’ll doze off under a carpet of stars, lulled to sleep by the
calls of hyenas in the distance. It’s relaxing, we promise.
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The dowry in Kenya,
which can total as much
as five years of a groom’s
income, is today made
in a combination of money,
vehicles, and livestock.
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